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Abstract: Cosmic noon was an active and critical period in the evolution of galaxies. During this
epoch, roughly 10 Gyr ago, star formation and black hole accretion were at their highest rates. Key
characteristics of today’s galaxies, such as regularly rotating disks, bulges, and a population of
dead galaxies, were just emerging. We describe opportunities over the next decade to transform
our view of galaxy evolution at this important epoch by resolving both early galaxies and their
surrounding gaseous media. High angular resolution spectroscopic observations are needed to
resolve individual star forming regions, dissect emerging substructures such as disks, clumps, and
bulges, map galaxy-scale winds, and identify supermassive black holes. On larger scales, deep
optical spectroscopy is needed to characterize and resolve the circum- and intergalactic media within
which galaxies are forming by using dense networks of faint background galaxies to probe gas
in absorption. Only extremely large telescopes (ELTs) provide both of these capabilities, thereby
delivering an unprecendented density of information over a wide range of scales, spanning 100 pc
to 1 Mpc. Multi-scale resolved observations will be essential to understand the flow of baryons
through galaxies, the mechanics of feedback, and its role in shaping early galaxies’ star formation
and structural evolution.
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In current galaxy formation theory, the evolution of galaxies depends strongly on the nature of
galactic inflows and outflows and the sources and strength of feedback. Despite the widespread
consensus on the importance of the “baryon cycle,” the physics and relative importance of processes
thought to regulate gas flows and drive structural changes in galaxies remain largely unknown. In
this white paper, we highlight the breakthroughs in galaxy evolution studies that extremely large
telescopes (ELTs) can enable by resolving forming galaxies and their surrounding gaseous media.
Some of the key questions we wish to address and the necessary measurements include:

1. Resolving the circum- and intergalactic medium (CGM/IGM): How are galaxies shaped by
their gaseous environments?

2. Resolving galactic winds: How does feedback on giant molecular cloud (GMC) scales couple
to form galaxy-scale outflows that regulate star formation and chemically enrich the CGM?

3. Resolving galaxy substructures: When and how did disks and bulges form?

Galaxy Formation at the Critical Epoch of “Cosmic Noon”: For typical galaxies like the
Milky Way, the z ≈ 1.5−3 epoch (≈10 Gyr lookback time) was an era of key importance when
gas accretion, star formation (Madau & Dickinson 2014), and black hole growth (Delvecchio et
al. 2014) were at their highest rates and regular galactic structures were emerging. With such
high star-formation rates, the consumption timescales of the interstellar medium (ISM) were just
≈ 0.5 Gyr (Genzel et al. 2010), requiring on-going replenishment from gas reservoirs in the CGM
and IGM. In turn, this vigorous star formation is expected to drive chemically enriched ISM into
the CGM, creating a record of the feedback that regulates star formation. At this same epoch,
star-forming galaxies were beginning to settle into thin, rotating disks and the first quiescent, bulge-
dominated galaxies formed. For these reasons, detailed observations of galaxies at cosmic noon are
key to understanding the baryon cycle and its connections to galaxy growth (Figure 1).

The Observational Landscape: This basic understanding arose from many ambitious observa-
tional programs over two decades that have produced a census of bulk galaxy properties at cosmic
noon, e.g., stellar masses, star formation rates, sizes, bulk outflow velocities, etc. On the immediate
horizon, surveys with 8m-class telescopes (HETDEX, PFS, MOONS) will expand on this legacy
by obtaining large samples of galaxy spectra over areas wide enough to map large-scale structures,
providing the environmental context within which galaxies form. The clear next breakthrough
will be to obtain detailed observations of individual galaxies. At low redshfits such efforts are
well underway via surveys like MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015) and SAMI (Bryant et al. 2014) that
provide resolved spectroscopy of ∼ 104 galaxies at z . 0.1. But at high redshifts, we can barely
scratch the surface with current facilities. Using AO-assisted integral field spectrographs, we are just
beginning to spatially resolve the ISM of high-z galaxies with coarse kpc-resolution observations
of the brightest emission lines (Law et al. 2009; Wisnioski et al. 2015) in fairly massive galaxies.
The resolved stellar continuum is out of reach. Even less is known about the circumgalactic gas.
Although we have begun to measure the average distribution and properties of gas in the high-z
CGM (Steidel et al. 2010, Rudie et al. 2012, 2019), we know little about the distribution of gas and
metals surrounding individual typical galaxies.

Cosmic Noon Science in the Coming Decade: Further progress requires significant advances
in both spatial resolution and sensitivity. In order to resolve individual star-forming regions; map the
distribution of gas, metals, and dust; isolate galactic subcomponents such as clumps and bulges; and
resolve the sphere of influence of supermassive black holes, we require 100 pc (12 mas) resolution,
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Figure 7. Gas overdensity (first and third columns) and temperature (second and fourth columns) in a cubic region of 1 h−1 comoving
Mpc (first and second columns) and 250 h−1 comoving kpc (third and fourth columns) centred on haloes of Mhalo ≈ 1012.5, 1012, and
1011.5 M⊙ (from top to bottom) at z = 2 for simulation REF L025N512. The white circles indicate the virial radii of the haloes, as
computed using the overdensity criterion from Bryan & Norman (1998). Cold, dense streams bring gas to the centre. The temperature of
the hot gas increases with halo mass. Hot accretion dominates for high-mass haloes, cold accretion for low-mass haloes. The galaxies in the
centres of these haloes are discs, surrounded by cold gas. This cold gas is in clumps (Mhalo ≈ 1012.5), disrupted streams (Mhalo ≈ 1012),
or smooth streams (Mhalo ≈ 1011.5).

At z = 0, the lowest Tmax values are higher than at
z = 2. This shift occurs because the density, and hence the
cooling rate, increases with redshift. At fixed halo mass, the
highest Tmax values are lower at z = 0, because the virial
temperature of a halo at fixed mass decreases with decreas-
ing redshift, as can be seen from Equation 1. For haloes with
virial temperatures Tvir ! 105 K it becomes impossible to
tell from this plot whether or not the gas has gone through
a virial shock because the virial temperature is similar to
the maximum past temperature reached by gas accreting in
the cold mode. This makes it difficult to separate hot and
cold accretion for low-mass haloes at low redshift. As we
will show below, separating hot and cold accretion using a
fixed value of Tmax/Tvir is more difficult than using a fixed
value of Tmax, because the minimum in the distribution is
less pronounced and because it evolves (Kereš et al. 2005).
In most of this paper, we will therefore use a fixed maximum
temperature threshold of Tmax = 105.5 K.

The relative importance of hot accretion increases with
halo mass (e.g. Ocvirk et al. 2008). The top panel of Fig-
ure 9 shows the fraction of gas smoothly accreting on to
haloes in the hot mode, just before z = 2 for simulations
REF L100N512, REF L050N512, and REF L025N512. The
bottom panel shows this for accretion just before z =
0 for simulations REF L100N256, REF L100N512, and
REF L050N512. A particle accreted just before z = 2 is con-
sidered to have been accreted hot if Tmax(z = 2) " 105.5 K.
The error bars show the 1σ halo to halo scatter.

We have checked, but do not show, that the results are
fully converged with box size for fixed resolution. In each
panel the three simulations span a factor 64 in mass reso-
lution. The hot fraction decreases slightly with increasing
resolution, but the differences are very small. This slight
decrease could arise because higher density regions inside
clumps and filaments are better sampled with increasing res-
olution, leading to higher cooling rates in cold gas.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the key relationships between baryon flows, feedback, and galaxy growth. ELTs can
illuminate all steps in these cycles by resolving forming galaxies and their surrounding gaseous media.

well below the limit of current facilities. At the same time, we now appreciate that there are
large reservoirs of circumgalactic gas extending to ∼ 300 kpc from galaxies. The chemistry and
kinematics of the CGM can be traced by the absorption this gas produces in the rest-UV spectra of
background galaxies. With multiple such sightlines, we can begin to spatially resolve the CGM
of individual typical galaxies for the first time, but this requires observing sources at least 1 mag
fainter than is practical using 8-10 m telescopes.

In the coming decade, all of these goals may come to fruition. The high angular resolution and
large aperture of ELTs will enable us to dissect emerging stellar and ISM structures in galaxies
at cosmic noon with 100 pc resolution. ALMA will reach full capacity and enable the study of
molecular gas, completing the inventory of the main ISM phases. Further, planned ELTs will
have the sensitivity and multiplexing needed to chart gas flows in and out of galaxies and their
surrounding CGM/IGM fuel supplies. Altogether, these techniques will supply detailed, spatially
resolved information on individual galaxies over an unprecedented range of scales, from 100 pc
to 1 Mpc. Below we review some of the principal questions we will be able to address and the
measurements they will require, beginning on the largest spatial scales.

Resolving the CGM & IGM: How are galaxies shaped by their gaseous envi-
ronments?

As dark matter halos grow, they accrete initially pristine gas that passes through the CGM
into galaxies and fuels star formation. Massive stars and accreting black holes then drive winds
of enriched material back into the CGM, depleting or disrupting the gaseous fuel and creating a
feedback loop that regulates star formation (Figure 1). Understanding the mechanics of galaxy
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feeding and feedback requires multi-scale observations that resolve both the CGM/IGM fuel supplies
and the sites of feedback within galaxies.

Placing Galaxies in the Cosmic Web: The large-scale environments of early galaxies can
be measured with high fidelity by using H I as a non-linear tracer of the density field. The 3D
distribution of H I can be mapped by detecting Lyα absorption in the spectra of a dense network of
background galaxies (Pichon et al. 2001, Caucci et al. 2008). The first generation of such IGM maps
are mainly suited for discovering large protoclusters (Lee et al. 2018). Using ELTs, we can observe
background galaxies 1 mag fainter—and 10× more numerous—enabling us to trace structures on
scales slightly larger (∼ 0.3 pMpc) than individual galaxy halos. We will be able to map voids,
filaments, and nodes with unprecedented precision and thereby situate each galaxy in a survey
volume within the cosmic web.

Resolving the Circumgalactic Medium: At z ∼ 2, current CGM studies reach depths that
enable, at most, a single background spectrum per galaxy, resulting in measurements of ensemble-
averaged properties including the scale of the CGM and the detection of inflowing and outflowing
gas (Rudie et al. 2012; Turner et al. 2014). However, the CGM is expected to be rich in kinematic and
chemical substructures (Tumlinson, Peeples & Werk 2017). For example, theoretical work suggests
that cosmic inflows determine the angular momentum of the disk (Stewart et al. 2013) though studies
using lensed background sources find kinematic shear inconsistent with simple inflow/outflow
models (Chen et al. 2014; Lopez et al. 2018). A significant advance in our understanding of gas
flows between the CGM and galaxies requires mapping the structure of individual gaseous halos,
which is only possible using fainter and more abundant backlights. By reaching to g = 26.5 mag,
we will be able to select a dozen sightlines probing select foreground galaxies. Thus with ELTs, it
will be possible to measure chemical enrichment and velocity structure as a function of distance,
morphology, orientation, and galaxy properties for individual galaxies, not ensembles. When
combined with morpho-kinematics from high-resolution IFU data, these CGM maps will constrain
the relationship between halo-scale angular momentum and emerging galactic disks as well as the
relationship between metals in the halo and galactic winds.

Resolving galactic winds: How does feedback on GMC scales couple to galaxy-
scale outflows?

Winds connect galaxies with their gaseous environment by driving enriched gas into the
CGM/IGM. They play a critical role in regulating star formation. Galaxy-scale winds are ubiquitous
at cosmic noon, but they have primarily been studied using integrated rest-UV spectra. With ELTs
we will be able to resolve their locations and kinematics using the high-velocity wings of Hα and
other emission lines and thereby connect the properties of winds with those of their launching sites.
Correlations between the wind velocities and the local star formation rate density and gravitational
potential can discriminate among origins of turbulence in the ISM (Krumholtz et al. 2018). Correla-
tions between wind properties and those of the local stellar population (e.g., metallicity) will also
provide invaluable input into feedback models. These winds redistribute metals within galaxies and,
along with gas accretion, set up ISM metallicity gradients. With ELTs we will be able to measure
these gradients by resolving strong rest-optical emission line ratios from massive galaxies down
to 109M� dwarfs, where gradients are expected to be highly sensitive to the detailed physics of
feedback processes. In addition to resolving feedback from star forming regions, we will also be
able to search for AGN feedback by resolving galaxy nuclei. Current kpc-resolution observations
suggest AGN feedback is widespread in the most massive galaxies (Genzel et al. 2014). With ELTs
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Figure 2: A multi-scale approach to studying galaxy formation at cosmic noon using ELTs. We will be able
to measure the Mpc environment (top left) of galaxies, probe the CGM in absorption (middle), and resolve the
starlight and ISM of these same galaxies at unprecedented scales of ∼ 100 pc (lower right). The top left and
middle panels show the H I surrounding a z ∼ 2 galaxy from the Tempest simulation (Hummels et al. 2018),
with dots representing realistic sampling using background spectra of galaxies that probe the IGM (left) and
CGM (center). ELTs will resolve even a 109M� galaxy (lower right image, from FIRE simulations; Hopkins
et al. 2014) with ∼ 900 spaxels compared to ∼ 7 with JWST. (Grids represent spaxel sizes and not FoV).

we will isolate the inner 100 pc and reach lower-mass systems where AGN outflows may also be
present but are diluted by star-forming regions in low-resolution data.

Resolving galaxy substructures: When and how did disks and bulges form?
Cosmic noon was an important period in the structural development of galaxies. Disks had

begun to form but were more turbulent (Förster Schreiber et al. 2009), bulges were forming in
massive galaxies (Tacchella et al. 2018), and quiescent galaxies were emerging with very distinct
stellar populations and structures (van Dokkum et al. 2008, Kriek et al. 2009). These changes
may ultimately be linked to the galaxy environment through mergers and intense gas accretion
that drives disk instabilities and promotes the formation of giant star-forming clumps (Ceverino et
al. 2010). The key observational challenge is resolving distant galaxies: star-forming progenitors of
galaxies like the Milky Way have half-light radii of ∼ 0.′′2 at z ∼ 2.3, and quiescent galaxies are yet
smaller. Only ELTs will provide the diffraction limit needed to resolve galaxies at cosmic noon into
hundreds to thousands of spaxels (compare to only a few using JWST, see Figure 2).

The Formation of Disks and Bulges: Current observations of z ∼ 2− 3 gas kinematics have
kpc resolution when AO-assisted or, more commonly, are seeing-limited (Wisnioski et al. 2015).
Galaxies that appear to dispersion-dominated might harbor small disks hidden by beam smearing
(Newman et al. 2013). While a fraction of galaxies are observed to exhibit ordered rotation, they
are much more turbulent and clumpy than local disks (Jones et al. 2010, Glazebrook 2013). Many
of the z ∼ 2 galaxies studied today are relatively massive systems that are likely to become today’s
elliptical and lenticular galaxies. With ELTs we will be able to resolve the formation history of
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Milky Way-like systems with masses as low as M∗ ∼ 109M�. We will therefore be able to measure
the global kinematics and the morphologies (e.g., disk and bulge fractions) of galaxies over more
than two decades in mass. In addition, we will spectroscopically map the distribution of star
formation via the Hα and Hβ lines (Nelson et al. 2016). We will thus observe the order in which
quenching proceeded and, in conjunction with ALMA observations, assess possible variations in
the star formation law connecting the gas and star formation rate densities (Freundlich et al. 2013).
We will also be able to resolve star-forming clumps and measure their properties (i.e., specific SFR,
age, velocity dispersion) as a function of galactocentric radius to assess their survival time and thus
their role in assembling bulges.

The Emergence of Quiescent Galaxies: Star formation shuts down in a significant fraction of
massive galaxies over 2 < z < 3. Despite many proposed mechanisms, we lack a full understanding
of the processes that quenched star formation (Man & Belli 2018). Observations with the ELTs
will resolve the timing of the quenching process, distinguishing “inside out” scenarios (driven by
AGN or nuclear star formation feedback) from uniform quenching (e.g., from gas starvation; Toft et
al. 2017) by measuring stellar age gradients via Balmer absorption lines. We will be able to link
this history to the state of the surrounding CGM. We will gain access to the fossil history of early
star formation by measuring gradients in stellar metallicity and α-enhancement, which will provide
key constraints on the duration of past star formation (Kriek et al. 2016). We will also resolve the
stellar kinematics of early quiescent galaxies to determine whether they already resemble local
elliptical galaxies or are more disk-like, shedding light on how quenching at high redshifts is linked
to morphological transformation (Newman et al. 2018).

Finding the Biggest Black Holes: The ELTs will be able to resolve the sphere of influence
of the most massive (∼ 1010M�) black holes at any redshift. We will be able to search for the
dynamical signature of the central black hole using Hα emission. A detection or an upper limit on
MBH in the most massive galaxies at z > 2 would be very exciting and would place entirely new
constraints on the growth of SMBHs and the connection to that of the galaxy hosts.

Recommendations
Despite impressive progress with 8 m-class telescopes, truly understanding the peak epoch of

star formation and black hole growth (cosmic noon, z ∼ 2) requires detailed studies of individual
typical galaxies. Only ELTs will have the spatial resolution and sensitivity needed to track the flow
of baryons over 100 pc to Mpc scales while also resolving the forming galaxies themselves. We
have outlined in Figure 2 a strategy to accomplish these goals in the coming decade with 30-m
class telescopes. Detailed spectroscopic data spanning a very wide range of scales will supply the
missing information needed to make the next big leap in understanding galaxy formation.

The critical capabilities needed to carry out this work are:

1. A highly multiplexed optical spectrograph covering a wide field (∼ 20 arcmin) on a 30-m class
telescope to provide the survey etendue necessary to map the IGM/CGM surrounding individual
z ≈ 2.5 galaxies using a dense (hence faint) network of background galaxies as backlights.

2. A near-infrared imager and integral field spectrograph on a 30 m-class telescope with
adaptive optics to provide an angular resolution of around 12 mas (100 pc). An instrument that can
trade slightly coarser sampling (∼ 25 − 50 mas) for broader simultaneous wavelength coverage
is advantageous to improve efficiency, particularly for applications where the highest angular
resolution may be impractical (e.g., fainter rest-optical emission lines and stellar continuum).
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